
Wells Petroglyph Preserve
Docent Tour #3 - Flute Player Hollow

Docent Guidelines - 1.5 Hours
Sign
# Description

Venus
Star
1

Tour #3 begins with the stop midway between the preserve road’s gate and the 
gray mailbox.

Notice the two large boulders up the slope to your le.

VS1a - The boulder on the le has two very large, heavily repatinated human sandal prints that 
are likely Archaic. Note the large, aligned, infilled and heavily repatinated disks above the sandal 
prints.

VVS1b - On the central boulder is a complex panel with many Puebloan images, likely Rio Grande 
Classic Period. The possible spear point on the le side of the boulder is likely Post-Contact. 
Archaic images are also present, though too faint to describe from the road. Elements include a 
ceremonial human figure with a head dress (possibly depicting elk horns), a possible fully pecked war club or
rattle, a reptile that may represent a turtle, and many long snakes one of which ends with a 
2-horned head.

VS1c - At the lower right of this boulder, the concentric circles with internal spiral lines are 
tthought by researchers to be a solar calendar as evidenced during the Spring Equinox.  Native
American Sun Watchers observed patterns on rocks over many years to determine the exact spot
to mark important times like the solstices and equinoxes. The people would then know important
days such as the shortest day of the year (the day when the sun would begin to return), when to 
plant or harvest and when to perform certain ceremonies.

VS1d - On the le face of the cenral rock, notice an elk surrounded by ritual pecking. Elk were a 
source of food and cultural identity for the Puebloan people.. The majestic animals have inhabited 
MMesa Prieta for millennia and still thrive there today. 

 

1

VS1d VS1c

VS1b

VS1a
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2

1
Continue up the road and turn le and walk down the trail to the right marked Flute Player Hollow. 

1a - The primarily Puebloan images on this panel include an upside down man on the le.  It is 
thought that upside-down figures may represent death.  A small mammal, perhaps a canine or 
deer is at his side.  A small bird image appears just below and to the le.

1b - At the lower portion of this huge panel are three quadrupeds arranged in a row.  All 
three have long tails and two have a line extending from between the ears and are partially infilled 
wwith sparse pecking. This specificity of their variation may indicate that these forms were made to
represent characters of a mythology unknown to us.

Note the inscription “Delfino Chacon, March 17, 19__.” A Jose Delfino Chacon (1912 - 1976) 
resided in nearby Alcalde, NM along with his son, Jose Jr. Delfino Chacon (1946-1989) It is likely 
this inscription was placed here by one of the two.  

2b

2 2a- On your right at the bottom of the arroyo is a huge boulder with many Archaic images on the top.  
This panel is fully repatinated and visible only in certain lighting conditions. This boulder was likely
revisited many times over hundreds of years.  As more and more images were added, the surface
became polished and almost completely impacted by the images. One pole ladders, curvilinear 
meanders, geometric figures and other images common to the Archaic time period may be seen.
Ancestral Pueblo and Post-Contact Period images are along the north face of the boulder, many
 h hidden by lichen.

2b - Part of the original archaic panel has cracked and spalled to the side.  Patination levels indicate
that this spall occurred aer the petroglyphs were placed on the spalled surface.

2c -  Recorder drawing of the main panel.

 

2c 

2a

1b 

1a 
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3 Stop 3 is a look at the boulder responsible for casting the shadow of our Animal Fluteplayer 
Equinox Marker. Take care to keep all visitors from stepping over the  waddle separating the trail 
from the panel.  Foot trac close to this boulder could cause shiing over time and irreperable 
damage to the calendar marker.

3a - One of these abstract puebloan images extends to superimpose over a more heavily patinated 
outline human foot print next to a human hand of similar patination.  Below and to the right is a
llighter hand print in outline.  Ritual pecking covers the panel, and modern scratching additions 
aect the visibility of some images.
 
  

3a

4

5 The boulder in front of you has Historic Period images on two sides. Talk about the Post-Contact
Time Period.

5a - On the le is an image that appears to be a woman feeding a goose.  We assume this is a 
Post-Contact Period image because the person appears to be wearing a dress. This image was 
vandalized years ago with a superimposed scratched “angel”. Fortunately, this scratching has 
faded significantly.

5b 5b - On the right side of the boulder, the letters WPA stand for the Works Progress 
Administration, the largest and most ambitious New Deal Agency under the Roosevelt 
administration. The WPA employed millions of unskilled workers to carry out public works 
projects including construction of public buildings, roads, bridges and schools.  The WPA 
working in this area may have been associated with the several irrigation dams, ditches and head
gates along the Rio Grande as well as building roads in the area.  At its peak in 1938, it provided 
paid jobs for three million unemployed men including some women and youth.  Between 1935 
aand 1943, the WPA provided almost eight million jobs nationwide. 

The date “1938” is the date when this project was likely working in the Lyden area. The initials 
JVJ are assumed to be a worker with WPA. • JVJ, WPA and the date appear together a
 dozen times on the Preserve, mostly in the lower areas closer to what is now the paved road. 

5b 5a 

Note that the section of Hwy 57 that runs along the preserve was laid over what was once the
historic Chile Line Railroad, which ran from 1895 to 1941. In 1942, the rail was dismantled, likely
to use the metal in the war eort.

4a - The trail that you are traveling on was once used as a wagon road. These marks on this 
boulder could possibly be from the scratching of wheel axles.  

3

4a 
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6

7 Carefully ascend the tiers alongside the boulder and turn le to reach stop 7.

7a- The heavily weathered top face of the large boulder is covered in a stunning array of cermonial 
images.  At the top le, two figures facing right are separated by what may once have been a shield
bearer, from a possible procession that continues across the panel. A ceremonial figure at the 
front wears horns (possibly big horn sheep) and a snake bisects the head.

7b - Below and to the le facing out a figure stands between a bird and an abstract “sword” shape 
with a wispy s  shape coming o of the side. Below this shape, what appears to be a second bird 
lies horizontally.

4

7c - At the bottom center of the panel,is a puebloan period shield 
petroglyph. Possible feather decorations are depicted hanging from the
bottom

7c 

7a 

7b

Turn le from stop 5 and follow the arrows back and then right over a small arroyo to stop 6.

6a - This face of this significant boulder has been covered with modern initials and images,
including JVJ and WPA. 

6b - One small circle on the le side of the boulder is from the Puebloan time
period. 

6a 

6b 
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7 7d - In the center of this panel, a figure with a faint headdress and tools stands over a prone 
figure with large hands. This could possibly depict a healing ceremony.  To the upper le a 
shieldbearer faces the scene. To the right is a thick equilateral cross.

7e - Looking down from spot 7, a very large and intricate sheield bearer
 is clearly visible.

7f - Looking forward, multiple figures are visible, along with one 
““ladybug” shield.  The figure next to this shield has many characteristics 
present common to fluteplayers (flute, phallic, backpack of fertility), 
though this figure does not have clearly visible arms. Like 7g, this
fluteplayer faces le, but the feet face opposite directions.  

7f 
7g/7h - To the right of 7f, marked by an orange flag is a fluteplayer (7g) with accentuated 
muscling of the legs; this may represent a type of leggings known to be worn by the Ancestral
Puebloan people.  Slightly obscured by the mineralization of the 
boulder to the right, is a shieldbearer with a beauitfully made possible 
venus star or cross on its shield with an upecked circle at its center.(7h) 

7g/7h - To the right of 7f, marked by an orange flag is a fluteplayer (7g) with accentuated 
muscling of the legs; this may represent a type of leggings known to be worn by the Ancestral
Puebloan people.  Slightly obscured by the mineralization of the 
boulder to the right, is a shieldbearer with a beauitfully made possible 
venus star or cross on its shield with an upecked circle at its center.(7h) 

7g/7h - To the right of 7f, marked by an orange flag is a fluteplayer (7g) with accentuated 
muscling of the legs; this may represent a type of leggings known to be worn by the Ancestral
Puebloan people.  Slightly obscured by the mineralization of the 
boulder to the right, is a shieldbearer with a beauitfully made possible 
venus star or cross on its shield with an upecked circle at its center.(7h) 

7i - Looking farther up and back, a panel of figures is visible. A complete shieldbearer with two 
stars or crosses on its shield, two partial figures, and a shield with 11 radi are below. One of the
figures has arms and hands, one of which looks like a pincer. The other has a feathered 
headdress, but no arms. “Omitting body parts does not mean they are missing, only that they are
not important to the story. Some Native American cultures will do this in rock art and painting
as a visual shorthand.” - CL
LLooking still farther up, shields are visible at the rim of  he flute player hollow wall.     5

7i

7h

7e

7g

7d
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7

Carefully descend from stop 7 and cross the arroyo to stop 8. Encourage guests to move slowly 
and take their time.

8a - Note the two rayed circles on the boulder in front of you.  They both feature concentric
circles with the inner circle fully pecked.  These images likely represent shield images from the
Rio Grande Classic time period. Martial symbols may have functioned as a reminder of societal 
structure and boundaries, parodoxically causing peaceful behavior by design. 
A A very faint fully pecked canine is on the lower right. Look for what might
be a faintly pecked digging stick above the canine head.

8b - On the right face of the rock, is an interesting figure. There are no 
arms or neck indicated, but an emphasis on dress. The lower 
section of the skirt is decorated with delicate pecking. 
One possible button is indicated on the torso, These 
figure’s characteristics are repeated at 20d. 

8c 8c - As you move to stop 9, notice the boulder you
pass on your right with pecked shapes that could 
have a relationship with this same style of dress,
though no human attributes are depicted. Similar
shapes are repeated at stops 11, 20 and 22, 
though with some additions of head and feet. For the 
purpose of this guide, we will refer to these images as
““possible colonial dress motif”.
 

   

8c

9a - This panel may represent a Pueblo IV hunting scene.  The bird on the far right of this panel
appears to be shot with an arrow or it may be a long tailed bird traded from Central America.  
Another possible interpretation takes into account that as shown in Ethnographic records, eagle 
traps were sometimes baited with a bird tethered to a stick and fastened to the top of the trap. 
Live tethered small mammals were also used as bait. In the center, a head, likely depiciting a 
ceremonial mask, has an indication of shoulders. To the le of this masked figure, is a triangular
shshape with a line. This may depict a foot print with one toe extended long.

9a

8b 8a

8

9

6

7j - Before descending from stop 7, look to the boulder at stop 8. On its top face is a partial
shieldbearer with no legs.  This shield bearer is dicult to see, Its head dress has 2 
feathers, its shield may be decorated with a venus star symbol, and there is a small nucleated
circle to the bottom right. The four pointed star is thought to represent Venus, a symbol of war to
the Tewa people. 

7j
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10

11

12 12a - Move to stop 12. On the boulder ahead of you is an Archaic Period outlined wavy line that
doubles back on itself.  Note the heavy patination of the panel and the infilled rectangular shapes.
Their arrangement suggests footsteps, and may depict footprints. Archaic period petroglyphs
were made by nomadic hunter gatherers. You may choose to discuss how these people may have
recorded their migration patterns or communicated with themselves across time by leaving marks
on rocks in an area in which their people group expected to return.

12a

11a - Accross the path from sign 11, you will see a boulder that has cracked apart in a v shape. 
Within that v shaped crack, you will find a worked point made of dense basalt.  This is an 
excellent opportunity to talk about the dierent lithics found on Mesa Prieta, including a Folsom
point dating from between 9500 BCE and 8000 BCE. “Folsom points and other artifacts this old
are from the Paleoindian Period, which occurred towards the end of the last ice age.” - CL

11b - Looking down the trail and to your right, you will see a small quadraped, possibly canine, 
wwith a war mallet below its back leg.  

11c - As you move to stop 12, you will pass a boulder with a very faint outline of a “possible 
colonial dress motif”.  To the le is a scratched stick figure, likely made with a metal tip in the 
modern era and to the right, a small, but more deeply pecked mimicry of the larger figure. 

7

11c 11b

11a

10a - Step up on the rock to the right of the number 10 sign to view the top panel of this boulder.
You will see an extremely well craed rayed and tailed circle with a partial concentric circle inside.
A well executed flute player is just below and to the right with an ant shaped body and two 
feathered or horned head dress. Have your guests take turns stepping up to view this panel.

The Preserve has the largest collection of flute players of any location known so far on Mesa 
Prieta.  In this area, there are also many animal flute players, the only location in New Mexico 
tthey are known to exist.  

10a
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13

14

8

14a - Above sign 14, you will see a v-shaped notch on the top of the boulder behind it. In this 
notch is pecked a well made flute player that is dicult to see. 

14b - Move around to the other side of this boulder to view the top face.  Step up as high as you 
can and see a well-defined, outlined bird

14c - To the le and above this bird is another small flute player. The angle of this rock face 
makes it very dicult to see.

14d 14d - The boulder towering to your le has a beautiful, slightly concave diamond face. It is 
covered in random ritual pecking that may have had a relation with the night sky, perhaps a 
star ceiling. The pecking was likely made using a ladder. 

14e - On the lower right of this boulder is a cross and a bird track. Bird tracks are a very 
common image thought to be a trail marker or indicate direction. 

  

14e14d 

14c

14b

14a

13a - Look up to see a small, faint well-made anthropomorph that appears to be holding a 
feathered sta. Despite being on a light colored boulder, one can discern the care with which 
this image was made.  The feathers on the sta and on his head and perhaps his back are well 
defined.

13b - Move past sign number 13 into a narrow pathway between boulders until you can move
no farther. Turn around and look to your le. You will see a flute player petroglyph on the top 
fface of the same boulder.

13b13a
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16

17

18 Continue up the side of the arroyo to sign 18. From here, look up to the le side of the rim of 
Flute Player Hollow, looking for a
white pole with a pink flag.

18a - An ant-bodied flute player
stands to the right of a two-horned
(Avanyu) snake with a very 
iinteresting spiral-like tail formation. 
An equilateral cross sits above.

9

18a

Turn around, walk out of this clearing and turn right, taking great care while traveling down the 
section of trail to stop 16. The rocks can be loose and slippery.

16a - On your le is a Post-Contact Period panel that appears to some of us to be a cat wearing a
dress. Other images are on this large boulder. 

17a

16a

15a - The boulder above you has a canine, bird, shield bearer with a rayed or fringed shield, and a 
seated, tailed fluteplayer. This fluteplayer is only visible in the most ideal lighting conditions. 
However, 15b is a fluteplayer with identical characteristics and is much more visible once spotted.

15b - Looking to the right from the highest point in this clearing, look for the seated, tailed flute
player. Was this intentionally made as a twin to the 15a’s flute player to represent a specific
mythology, such as the warrior twins?

15c15c - Looking up to the rim of fluteplayer hollow, notice the panel with the very large, well made 
shield along with a very visible canine-like form and an anthropomorph with hands up and 
bending to the side. Below this human figure is another, fainter possible canine.

The visibility of petroglyphs varies with the light conditions. Images are more or less apparent as 
the sunlight changes by the hour, day and year.  Some appear more readily in the blazing summer 
sun, others can be seen more easily in the winter when the sun is low.  Morning, midday 
and evening lights also change viewing conditions.

  
17a- Cross the arroyo , turn right, and stop at sign 17. Look up to the top of the rim. Here is a 
good vantage point to see two panels. The panel to the le, has a series of shields. The boulder to
the right, has a well made anthropomorph with bent legs, suggesting movement. This figure holds
a large decorated sta, spear, rattle or some other type of implement.

15c

15b
15a 
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19 Head back down the trail to stop 19.  This large boulder has a reflective sound surface that faces
the arroyo. A notch in the boulder in front of it may help direct sound. “Using boulders and spaces 
that reflect sound helped people magnify the eects of speech, song, and musical instruments. It is 
likely echoes and reverberation were believed to come from spirits, ancestors, or deities.” - CL

19a - The mineral buildup on this face makes the petroglyphs dicult to make out. There is 
extensive random pecking, a circular shape, and in the le center of the panel, what is 
ininitially noticeable as a pecked wavy line may be the front leg of a “leaping” ungulate.

19b - A uniform snake with one horn or plume is faintly visible on the right side of the panel. 

19c - Walk to the sign marked “Stand Here” and turn around to view the top face of this boulder. 
A mallet of some kind and 2 snakes are easily visible, one with two horns identified as an Avanyu. 

19c 

19d

19d - To the le of this panel is a venus star symbol (an equilateral cross in a circle). This symbol
is one of war for the Tewa people. as is the planet Venus associated with war.  To the right of the
 venus star is a small, humpbacked fluteplayer. 

19e - Figure 19e oers two views of the same petroglyphs. The first one shows a canine like 
image, but on close inspection from this angle, we can see that the “tail” does not connect
to the body, which ends in a careful v shape. An unpecked dot may indicate an eye. Could this
ppossibly depict a two headed creature? If so, the “tail” would represent something coming from 
a mouth. From the second image, we can see that the canine features of the head are well 
developed. To the right, we have a bird shape with a very round head and a possible “beak” that
again, does not meet the head. Looking back at the first image of 19e, we can see two pairs of 
bird-like legs situated behind the bird.

19e

19e

19d 

19b 19a

10
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20 Stop 20 is comprised of 4 panels on 4 separate boulders.

20a - The first boulder you come to depicts two  “ possible colonial dress motifs figures.
The larger figure on the le wears a crown as does figure 20e . The figure on the right may have
 been made smaller to signify a child. To the le is a modern incised addition.

20b - Look to the le to see a panel with two anthropomorphs with hands up and fingers 
extended. Note how carefully these were pecked across the basalt cracks. The figure on the le is 
a sha shield bearer craed in an x-ray style with the body of the the shield bearer visible behind the
shield. “While the x-ray style is rare, you can find two examples of it on this tour.” - CL  Within the 
shield on the figure’s le side is a bean shaped element. A historic period cross sits above.

20c - Turn to the le to view a panel at foot level with a highly detailed shield depicted comprising 
joined circles with pendant-like lines. A carefully and evenly made “U” shape element pecked in 
relief appears to hang from the shield while a pincer shape extends from the right side.

20d - Go back to the trail and continue to a long boulder. Random pecking covers the panel along 
wwith an upside down U or “horse shoe” shape and various post-contact elements. The ages of the
pecking and U shape are unknown. They occur alongside other historic elements, but the 
patination levels are higher. Puebloan time period U shapes that remind us of post0contact horse 
shoes are known, notably on Trail 7. It is thought that they are meant to indicate directionality 
towards pueblos, mountain peaks or other important sites.

20e - Figures 20e and 
20f are close ups of the
ppetroglyphs on the right
side of this panel. 20e is 
a repitition of the 
“possible colonial dress
motif” with the character-
istics of 8b and the crown 
of 20a.

20f - 20f - On the very right 
of this boulder is a 
Puebloan pecked shield 
with repeating arcs on the
upper right third section. 

20f

20e

20d

20b 

20c

20a
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21a - At stop 21, an anthropomorph with no arms and a big round hat sits at ground level. This
 figure is likely Puebloan. This figure appears to be phallic with the le leg represented by a 
worked crack.

Stop 22 consists of 4 “possible colonial dress motifs”. 
22a - The first is upright on a boulder to the le. 
22b - The other three are clustered together on a rock that has fallen to the right. They appear to
  be tipping forward and are made in 3 dierent sizes. See below for landscape context and figures 
22a and 22b for close ups. 

22b

22b

22a

22a21a

12

21

22

23 Walk past stop 5 and continue on the path toward the road. It will curve around to a spot 
to view the flute player equinox marker. Before arriving, notice stop 23 on the right. A juniper 
tree’s shadow makes the petroglyphs on this panel hard to see in some light and a shade will help
considerably with visibility.

23a - On the le side of this panel is a meandering and branched line. and
23b - As we move to the middle a few snakes are visible. One appears to come from a pecked line.
23c 23c and 23d  - There are also a few versions of the ‘phi’ glyphs. One looks like a leaf or bisected 
 space. The other is a simple oval with a long line that extends all the way through and beyond.
Dierent theories describe this motif in dierent ways. Some archaeologists believe it is an 
atl-atl, others that it is a cattail reed, and still others a vulva. Small dierences, like the length and 
the context, might be important for understanding which of these each ‘phi’ glyph might be.” - CL

23d

23c

23b 

23a
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24 Continuing down the trail, we come to the animal flute player equinox marker. Exercise great
care here with your visitors. Do not let them climb up close to the panel, and carefully explain how
trac over time causes shiing in the foundation of the rocks, and if allowed, would cause the 
calendar marker to no longer line up.

24a - This puebloan animal fluteplayer was chosen as the logo for the Mesa Prieta Petroglyph 
Project long before we knew it was a calendar marker. When the sun is directly overhead on  the 
Spring and Fall Equinoxes, the shadow cast by the boulder above lines up along the back and tail 
of this unique animal flute player. Above the head, the boat-shaped body of the glyph seems to be 
repeated with a similar head. Two crosses lie on either side of the flute. Speculations on the type 
of animal depicted varies widely. It is possible that the image does not represent a known animal, 
but a but a mythological figure from the stars.

24b - Figure 24b is a depiction of the constellation Ursa Major. Note the similarity between the 
right line of the big dipper and the line pecked through the back half of the animal flute player.
“There is a striking resemblance between this petroglyph and the constellation Ursa Major. While 
we have not yet confirmed whether the solar marker is also a representation of this constellation, it
 is very likely that the resemblance is not a coincidence.” - CL

The importance of the equinoxes to the Puebloan people were great. MPPP’s book, Silent Music:
ThThe Animal Flute Players on the Wells Petroglyph Preserve in Northern New Mexico, includes 
a frame by frame of the lining up of the shadow. 

Below is an excerpt by John Kincheloe from the book:

“Knowledge of the time of Equinox was certainly something owned by specialists among the
 Ancestral Pueblo People - select individuals who were watchers of the sun. They were keen 
observers of how light and shadow fell across the land as Sun Old Man made his journey. By 
observing the light on this animal flute player we witness the genius of those Ancient Skywatchers
  who heped their people know the movement and powers of the Sun Being, so they could best
 determine times for planting, harvesting, the proper days for initiations, political transitions, 
and ceremony. In our day, light from the sun and shadows on stone still herald the Equinox - the
times of balance, the times at the middle-point onf the Sun Being’s long journey.”

This excerpt is included as food for though for the docent, not a suggestion to read the excerpt 
to visitors. Sharing the laminated images of the line up of the calendar marker is encouraged. 

24c - Moving to the le and up gives the visitors a view of this small anthropomorph with spear. 
TThis is on a boulder in front of the equinox marker and faces up at the sky. The face is animal like,
 ending in a taper, and the headress line ends in a ball shape. 13

24c 

24b

24a
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14

25 Going the way you came in, follow the trail back up to the trailhead. Right before you reach
the road of the Wells Petroglyph Preserve, look for stop 24 on your le. 

25a - 25c - This boulder is covered with many diernt snakes as well as highly patinated archaic
lines.The snake on the le of this panel has a sunburst pattern above its head with deeper patination 
than the snake. This is visible at figure 25b. Between the two snakes are heavily patinated archaic
lines that come together in a tipi shape. At the top of this form, lies a cross .  A thick line above this 
form continues up the panel and then turns at a right angle to end in a sunburst pattern. See 25c.

25d - On the right side of this panel is a very long two-horned Avanyu snake spanning from the 
bbase of the rock to the very top.

Note the ritual pecking that covers all sides of this boulder as well as its position compared to 
everything your visitors saw today. Considering the physical context of surrounding petroglyphs 
lends insight into possible interpretations. 

25d

25b

25c

25a 


